In this lesson, students read and analyze a contemporary Pomo story. Students explore the purpose of oral tradition in teaching lessons about community, respect, and purpose.

**Teacher Background**

The interdependence between humans, plants, and animals is highlighted in nearly every story passed down through Native families. Stories and songs solidify the responsibility that humans have in caring for the environment in which they live and warn of potential conflicts that can arise when imbalance occurs. Exploring Pomo stories can be a jumping off point for exploring land stewardship, ecosystem balance, traditional foods, and the cultural importance of fostering a strong, respectful relationship with the natural world of which humans are included.

Stories teach a range of lessons and often explore the root and origin of natural phenomena. Common topics include explaining geographic location, weather, the roles, and purpose of specific organisms within an ecosystem, customs around family, spirituality, food, and respect, and elements of human nature including internal conflicts.

**Teacher Materials**

- The Purpose of Stories notetaker
- “Lizard and Mockingbird Kidnap Rock’s Daughters” Story
The story included in this lesson comes from a collection of stories written by Greg Sarris called “How A Mountain is Made.” Greg Sarris is the Honorable Chairman of the Federated Indians of Graton Rancheria, located in Sonoma County, California. The stories explore a range of topics, all centering around the same geographic location: Sonoma Mountain.

**Why use place-based stories?**

Native culture is not a monolith. Each tribe has its own specific oral tradition and customs that are rooted in the physical location of the community. Within large tribal groups exist smaller bands of tribes that have their own stories, traditions, and customs. Pomo territory spans four separate counties, and within that territory exists many separate tribal groups that may or may not share cultural overlaps.

The range of tribes and tribal customs within Pomo territory make it difficult to choose a text that accurately represents the values of the entirety of the Pomo people. Because of this, choosing and acknowledging the specific tribal group and specific setting in which the story takes place is important to showing respect to the Native community being represented in the classroom.

**Why use contemporary texts, written by Natives?**

Many examples of recorded Native oral tradition are altered to reflect the settler-lens. For decades, anthropologists, Native culture enthusiasts, and philanthropists recorded, interpreted, and published stories from the Native oral tradition in an attempt to protect stories from being lost. These texts, more often than not, are interpreted to reflect a Western point of view, representing an idea of how Native culture should be, as opposed to what it actually is, from a Native perspective.

Including stories that are written by Native peoples in lesson plans increases the visibility of tribal communities in ways that they wish to be represented. It also highlights the knowledge that Native people desire to have passed on to Native and ally communities. When possible, including texts by contemporary Native authors provides students with a view into Native culture that is more accurate. Highlighting modern texts and interpretations of the Native oral tradition communicates that Native culture is a dynamic culture which shifts, adjusts, and adapts with time.
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Engage
Provide students with “The Purpose of Stories in the Pomo Oral Tradition” worksheet.
As a class, read each of the quotes included. After each quote, ask students what they think to be the purpose of stories, from a Pomo perspective.
Explain that each quote is from “How a Mountain Was Made,” a collection of short stories written by Greg Sarris, Honorable Chairman of the Federated Indians of Graton Rancheria, which includes Southern Pomo and the Coastal Miwok peoples.

Explore
Distribute the “Lizard and Mockingbird Kidnap Rock’s Daughters” story.
Read through the story as a class, in partners, or in groups. Have students work together to answer each of the included questions.
Review the analysis questions together.

Explain
Explain to students that in the Pomo worldview, every living and nonliving thing in an ecosystem is a part of a community. When we see all parts of our ecosystem as a part of our community, we understand that we must show respect and care for all things around us.

Elaborate & Extend
On a separate piece of paper, or on the back of the story, ask students to complete the following prompt:

**Draw out your home (including your front or backyard if you have one).** Include as many of the following details as you can:

a. The people and animals who live there.
b. Specific plants.
c. Specific nonliving natural items (rocks, water, etc.)
d. Any other nonliving items (furniture, books, toys)
Evaluate

Analyzing their images, ask students to follow the following directions:

1. Make a list of all the plants, animals, and nonliving things that live in your home.

2. Explain how you show respect and care for those things.

3. Choose one item from your list. Explain what happens to that item when you do not give it respect and care.

Ask students to share their answers with the class.
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Learning Standards

CA Indian Essential Understandings

**Essential Understanding 3:** Tribal traditional beliefs and practices, including links to spirituality, are practiced in communities where the culture, traditions and languages are vibrant parts of daily life. Additionally, each tribe has an oral history that pre-dates contact with non-Indians.

**Essential Understanding 5:** Land and place are unique and inextricably tied to tribal cultures.

**Essential Understanding 6:** Written histories are most often codified through the subjective experience of the historian. Tribal histories are being rediscovered and revisited. Tribal perspectives of historical events often conflict with textbook histories.

CA Content Standard

**Common Core**

**CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.RL.7.2**
Determine a theme or central idea of a text and analyze its development over the course of the text; provide an objective summary of the text.

**CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.RI.7.1**
Cite several pieces of textual evidence to support analysis of what the text says explicitly as well as inferences drawn from the text.

**CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.RI.7.3**
Analyze the interactions between individuals, events, and ideas in a text (e.g., how ideas influence individuals or events, or how individuals influence ideas or events).
The Purpose of Stories in the Pomo Oral Tradition

Read the following quotes from “How a Mountain was Made” by Greg Sarris. Answer the question below.

“Tell me, Answer Woman,” she asked, “how do stories come to you?”

“Quite simple,” answered Answer Woman. “You ask me a question and my answer comes up in the form of a story. After all, the best answer to anything will always be a story.” -pg. 55-56

Question: What is the purpose of stories?

“Stories teach us that we are all connected and equal...the humans, the plants and trees, birds, animals. The entire Mountain, everything you see, is really one ongoing story.” -pg. 55-56

Question: What is the purpose of stories?

“...If we only see a poppy as a wildflower, if we don’t know it's story, then we can’t learn any lessons from it. If grass is just grass, or a rabbit is just a rabbit, then what do we know?... The big ongoing story is that each of us-the humans, the plants and trees, birds, animals-has a story to tell. For that reason, we must respect all life. When we forget this big ongoing story we get into trouble.” -pg. 55-56

Question: What is the purpose of stories?
Lizard and Mockingbird Kidnap Rock's Daughters

Lizard didn’t always know about the weather, but he learned. Today, if you watch Lizard, you can know about the weather, too. If it is going to be a very warm day, Lizard will be out just before sunrise. If the warm weather is going to change, if it is going to become cooler, Lizard will be looking west toward the ocean for the fog or rain clouds. Lizard has a song to help him know these things long before any others of us can know. But Lizard didn’t always have this song. It belonged to Rock, a tall, handsome woman who lived at the village on Copeland Creek with her three bird daughters, Meadowlark, House Wren, and Finch.

Question: How does Lizard's behavior reflect the weather? Refer to text details.

Lizard lived there too. Lizard was an older man with graying hair and a pointed nose. He liked to eat mosquitoes and ticks. He used nets made of fern bracken to catch mosquitoes that hovered over the creek in summertime; and, to catch ticks in the fall after the first rains, he used a basket made of willow branches. One day, he thought to himself, I am getting to be an old man. I am tired of having to set my nets about the creek every day during the summer for mosquitoes, and I am tired of walking about these hills with my willow basket every day after the first rains looking for ticks.

That was when he thought of Rock. She knew when it was going to be warm, which was when the mosquitoes would be above the creek water; and she knew when it was going to rain, which was when the ticks would crawl about in the hills. Oh, if only she would teach me her special weather song, thought Lizard, then I would not have to waste as much time and work as hard. If I knew when it was going to be warm, I would put up my fern bracken nets above the creek water only on those days. Likewise, if I knew in the late fall when it was going to rain, I would pack my willow basket into the hills only on those days.

Question: What does Lizard want from Rock? Explain why using details from the text.
Lizard went to the large house at the edge of the village where Rock lived with her three bird daughters. She invited him in and asked him to sit at her table. Being a gracious and generous woman, she offered him a cup of fine nettle tea.

“This tea will make your eyes bright and your hair shiny,” she told him. But when Lizard asked her for her special weather song, she bowed her head and didn’t say a word.

As it turned out, Rock’s three bird daughters were sitting in a corner preparing seed for a pinole. When they looked to the table and found their mother with her head bowed, they repeated, one after the other,

“Lizard, our mother cannot give away her special weather song. She is forbidden to give up that special song. It is hers and hers only. Please do not ask again for you know it is not in our gracious and generous mother’s nature to refuse people.” Three times he heard the message from Rock’s daughters.

“All right then, I understand,” Lizard said, and then left without taking any of the fine nettle tea Rock had so generously prepared for him.

**Question: Rock is described as “gracious” and “generous”. What does it mean for someone to be “gracious” and “generous”?**

**Question: How do you think Rock treats others?**

He tried to think of another way to make his work easier but came up with nothing. All the while he became more and more frustrated thinking how much easier his work would be if only he had Rock’s special weather song.

One day Lizard came upon Mockingbird gathering seeds on a hillside. Mockingbird was the step-daughter of Coyote. She was known to be a bit of a schemer, like her step-father, but she was nonetheless a very good worker. She was particularly good at gathering seeds.

“Mockingbird, I am in a predicament,” said Lizard. “I am wondering if you could help me with something.”

“What is the problem?” asked Mockingbird.
“You see I am getting to be an old man. It is harder for me to put up nets over the creek water for mosquitoes every day in the summer, and it is harder for me to go about these hills every day after the first rains with my heavy willow basket looking for ticks. If you will help me to get Rock’s special weather song, I won’t have to work every day. I will even be able to get more mosquitoes and ticks because if I know when it is going to be warm and when it is going to be cold I can put up more nets and pack an extra basket. And I can share some of my good catch with you -- I know you like to eat bugs too.”

“So what is your plan?” asked Mockingbird.

“There’s really not much to it,” answered Lizard. “If you will just tell Rock’s three bird daughters that you know where there is an abundance of good seeds for pinole and then take them out of the village for a day, then I can ask Rock for that special weather song, which, being gracious and generous, she will give as long as her three protective daughters are not around to interfere.”

“What happens when those three bird daughters find out that I am lying?” asked Mockingbird.

“Just tell them that you are lost. Go far on the other side of the mountain.”

Mockingbird thought of those fat mosquitoes and plump ticks and said, “Yes.”

**Question:** What are Lizard’s reasons for wanting Rock’s weather song?

**Question:** How would you describe Lizard’s character? What does he value?

So early the next morning Mockingbird coaxed into the hills Rock’s three bird daughters, Meadowlark, House Wren, and Finch. But before long, Rock’s daughters became suspicious. After all, it was well known that Mockingbird, the step-daughter of Coyote, was a trickster.

“Something is wrong here,” said Meadowlark.

“Yes,” responded House Wren, “Mockingbird said she was taking us to the far side of the mountain, but why are we going the long way around instead of directly over the top, the shorter way?”
Finch agreed and said, “It is as if Mockingbird wants to keep us away from our home.”

Mockingbird was walking quite a ways ahead of the three sisters and could not hear what they were saying. But when she saw the three sisters hesitate and then stop, she called out to them,

“Come along. A huge patch of seed is just up ahead here.” But what was up ahead was a deep crack in the earth, and when the three sisters approached the deep crack, Mockingbird pushed them inside and sealed the top with a big rock.

Meanwhile, Lizard went to Rock’s house and asked again for her special weather song. Again, Rock, gracious and generous, gave him a cup of fine nettle tea that would make his eyes bright and his hair shiny. But once more Lizard did not drink the tea. He kept asking for Rock’s special weather song, and each time Rock bowed her head and said nothing.

Because it was not in her nature to refuse people’s wishes, Rock became more and more upset. She knew that she was forbidden to give away her special song, but she could no longer refuse Lizard. At last, she ran out of the house and tore out of the village to escape Lizard. He kept after her, all the while pleading with her to give him her song. Then on the west side of the mountain, just below Round Oak Road, he got in front of her and stopped her in her tracks.

**Question: How is Rock being pressured to act against her nature? Refer to specific language from the text.**

“Now give me your special weather song,” he commanded. When she looked up at him there was a beautiful light around her face, and she was smiling just as when she met him at her front door and offered him nettle tea. Her words floated forth soft as dandelion cotton.

“I will give you my song, but first I must tell you exactly what it does so that you will be able to know the weather before anyone else. When you sing the song, you will feel your ears open up. Your ears will not become bigger, only more sensitive. If it is going to be warm, you will feel heat in your ears. If it is going to be foggy or rainy, you will feel the cold. You only need to sing the song once for then your ears will be fixed special forever.”

And then she began to sing thus:

*It’s not what I can see,*

*That’s not what I know*

*coming to me*

*coming to me on invisible wings.*
Question: In Rock’s weather song, she sings that her knowledge about weather is not based on what she sees. What do you think her knowledge comes from then?

Lizard immediately began to sing this song. He felt a slight pop in his ears, like when he climbed to the top of the mountain, and he knew then that his ears had been fixed. But when he looked back at Rock, he was alarmed to find that she had become stiff and hard. Already dried moss and lichen covered her. She would not move. Lizard commanded her to follow him back to the village.

“You, who does not refuse people, come with me,” he said to her, but still she did not move. At last, Lizard went back to the village alone.

Question: Every decision has its consequences. How do you think Lizard’s decision to sing Rock’s weather song might impact the rest of the community?

By this time it was approaching nightfall. Rock’s three daughters had figured out what had happened. They knew that they had been kidnapped so Lizard could get their mother’s special weather song. In that hole below the big rock they cried for their mother. Even though they were sad and crying, Mockingbird thought that they sounded beautiful. When Mockingbird pushed the big rock aside, the three bird sisters climbed out of the hole and raced back to the village. Alas, their mother was nowhere to be found, and again they cried and cried. They sat at the table where they used to sit with their mother and wept awfully, unable to console one another.

Passing the house on her way back into the village, Mockingbird heard them. Again, she thought they sounded beautiful, that they had lovely voices, and Mockingbird, who had no beautiful songs, and not a particularly good voice, saw an opportunity for herself. She knocked on the door and then made the three sisters an offer.

“You sound sad now, but you have beautiful voices, and I know you know many beautiful happy songs. If you teach me those happy songs and teach me to sing them beautifully, I will find your mother for you.”

“No, we don’t trust you,” answered Meadowlark. “You first tell us what happened to our mother. Where did Lizard take her?”
Both of Meadowlark’s sisters, House Wren and Finch, agreed with her. “Show us where our mother is first,” they told Mockingbird.

“Well, I guess you will never see your mother again,” said Mockingbird as she started away from the three sisters. “Goodbye then, you motherless girls.”

“Wait!” cried Mockingbird. “I will teach you my song and, if you sing just like I teach you, it will sound beautiful.”

House Wren and Finch were perplexed. They couldn’t believe their smart older sister would actually trust Mockingbird, the step-daughter of Coyote. But when they heard her singing her song, teaching Mockingbird to sing the song completely off-key, they understood how truly smart was their older sister. They followed in the same manner, teaching Mockingbird to sing their songs completely off-key.

Mockingbird did not know the difference. She thought to herself, now I can sing beautifully. Then she found Lizard, and Lizard told her to bring Rock’s three bird daughters to him and together they could all go to where he left Rock.

“Something quite strange has happened,” Lizard told Mockingbird before she left to fetch the three bird sisters.

So all of them went to the west side of the mountain where Lizard left Rock. Even before they reached Rock, her three daughters could hear her singing thus:

\[
\begin{align*}
My \text{ daughters}, \\
My \text{ daughters}, \\
My \text{ daughters}, \\
I \text{ am your mother}, \\
I \text{ am your mother}, \\
I \text{ am your mother}.
\end{align*}
\]

When Meadowlark and House Wren and Finch saw how their mother had become stiff and hard and how she was covered with dry moss and lichen, all at once where they had been standing there appeared three rocks, smaller but hard and lichen-covered just like the Rock mother.

“Oh, well, nothing we can do now,” said Lizard. “At least Rock and her daughters are together again.”

Then, at once, there was a beautiful chorus in the air. When Lizard and Mockingbird looked up, they saw the three bird sisters perched high on a pine branch.

“Yes, it is us, the three bird sisters,” Meadowlark said.
House Wren said, “Lizard, you have taken our mother’s heart and now she is still and cold. Her special weather song was her heart. You will know about the weather long before anyone else, but you will never again be able to leave our gracious and generous mother. At night, you will sleep under her. During the day, you will crawl about her, tickling her skin so she will once again laugh. Furthermore, since you didn’t want what she had to offer, that good nettle tea to make your eyes bright and your hair shiny, you will have dull eyes and dry hairless skin.”

**Question:** What are the consequences of Lizard’s actions?

“Hey, I thought the three of you turned into rocks,” Mockingbird shouted up to the three sisters. Then Finch, the last of the three sisters, spoke. “Only our hearts have turned to stone. Our hearts will remain with our mother. As for you, Mockingbird, you will find that all you can do is imitate our beautiful songs, and you will sing thus like a fool all day and night for the rest of time.”

Then Lizard went to Rock, and lo and behold, he found that Rock, gracious and generous, continued to protect him. Why? Because Lizard now had Rock’s special weather song, which was her heart. As long as Rock’s heart was close to her, she would act in the same gracious and generous manner she always had before. And Mockingbird found that her foolish singing kept Rock company through the night, reminding Rock of her daughters’ great love for her. And, just at dawn when Mockingbird stops singing, the three bird daughters know it is time for them to wake and sing, and all the other birds gather around and join them.
Analysis:

1. Stories in the Pomo oral tradition often have a moral, or lesson. What is the lesson in the story “Lizard and Mockingbird Kidnap Rock’s Daughters”? Provide 2-3 examples from the text that help communicate the lesson.

2. In Pomo culture, humans, animals, plants, and nonliving (abiotic) things are all a part of the same community.
   a. What examples from the text show community members respecting one another?

   b. What examples from the text show community members disrespecting one another?

   c. In a community, all members have their own special roles and ways that they contribute. What are some of the specific roles that the community members from “Lizard and Mockingbird Kidnap Rock’s Daughters” play?
3. Knowing that humans, plants, animals, and other nonliving (abiotic) organisms all share a community, what are some ways that we can support our community members? Consider how we can support:

   a. Fellow humans

   b. Animals

   c. Plants

   d. Water

   e. Rocks